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Standard Furnaces & Ovens
More than 300 models from 200 to 2000 °C, capacity from 1 to 8000 liters

- **Laboratory ovens <500 °C**
  - Laboratory ovens with natural or forced convection

- **Industrial ovens <500 °C**
  - Industrial ovens with natural or forced convection

- **High temperature furnaces >1300 °C**
  - High temperature furnaces up to 1800 °C

- **Melting furnaces**
  - Fixed, removable or tilting crucible furnaces for melting non-ferrous metals
Borel Swiss is the leading manufacturer of electric furnaces, kilns and ovens for metal, heat processing, heat treating, metal melting, ceramics, glass, porcelain, pottery markets.

Borel offers a whole range of standard furnaces, accessories & spare parts. To meet your specific requirements, Borel can propose custom-made products.

Borel Swiss is certified ISO 9001 by SGS Switzerland and proposes, upon request and under advantageous conditions, guarantee extensions up to 5 years for all its products. All the Borel furnaces are EC certified and some of them may be subject to special certifications (AMS type) upon request.

All the Borel furnaces are made in Switzerland or in Europe by our subcontractors with whom we have a partnership. All the Borel furnaces are subject to a quality control and functioning tests in our workshops in Switzerland before shipment.

Borel Swiss is a division of SOLO Swiss – www.soloswiss.group

Borel was founded in 1927 by Dr. Charles Borel. It is one of the oldest furnace manufacturers in Europe. Borel ovens are used by more than 20'000 customers worldwide.